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The Genealogical Gaze: 
Family Identities and Family Archives 

in the Fourteenth to Seventeenth Centuries

Eric Ketelaar

In Renaissance Florence, early modern England, and the Netherlands during 
the Golden Age the “genealogical gaze” transfigured family archives into 
a cultural patrimony to be preserved, expanded, and transferred to future 
generations. Descendants, by appropriating the object of that genealogical 
gaze, embraced the values and modalities of the “paradigm of patrimoine.”

 Record creators have always thought about the future and showed an 
awareness of the need to transfer recorded information through time. 
The continuity in premodern times between past, present, and future led 
creators and users of archives to practices that we recognize as a form of 
historical consciousness. Medieval records were, as M. T. Clanchy writes, 
pledges to posterity and an assurance of the continuity of institutions 
under God’s providence.1 This entails an awareness of a longue durée 
stretching well into the future. But this is different from the notion that 
records created for current business may be transferred as a heritage to 
future generations who will value those records as cultural assets. Some 
records are transfigured into archival and cultural patrimony. Although 
the term “cultural patrimony” was not used before the nineteenth century, 
we can throw a sort of net out into the deep waters of history to catch and 
recognize “fragments of a patrimony consciousness” in societies of the 
past. This catchy metaphor is used by Jean-Michel Leniaud, professor at 
the École nationale des chartes and the École du Louvre, who uses four 
criteria to identify the “paradigm of patrimoine”: (1) Conservation: the 
intentionality of the creator of a monument; the scientific, artistic, etc., 
interest; the importance for social life; the economic value. (2) Motiva-
tions that lead one to accept the past or to reject it: a patrimony needs 
not only a testator and a will but also an heir who accepts the conditions. 
(3) The modalities by which patrimoine has been appreciated, preserved, 
and transferred: inventorying, restoring, reusing. (4) The media and 
means for diffusion within society: publications, tourism, etc.2
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 Applying Leniaud’s four parameters, I propose to search European 
history for values, appropriations, processes, and media that construct 
records/archives as cultural patrimony. In an earlier article the nation and 
the state were the object of interest.3 I now focus on the family as a space 
in which identities and archives are constructed. Using Susan Crane’s 
concept of the “historical gaze,” which, through interacting with its object, 
creates a monument, I argue that from the fourteenth century on the 
genealogical gaze transfigured family archives into a cultural patrimony 
to be preserved, expanded, and transferred to future generations.4

Florentine Memories

Ricordanze

 In 1367 the Florentine Donato Velluti started writing his Ricordi 
(I Remember):

Man desires to know about his birth, his past, what his ancestors 
were like, and the wealth they acquired; and many times this avoids 
damage and prevents many errors. I, Donato . . . finding myself to 
be the oldest member of our family, as a perpetual memorial for my 
descendants [a perpetua memoria de’ miei discendenti ], and others of 
the Velluti family and everyone else, have decided to make a record 
of what I heard from my father and others older than myself, and 
of what I have read in letters, books, or other writings.5

 Velluti’s Ricordi belongs to the genre of ricordanze. According to 
Elsevier’s Lexicon of Archive Terminology, the Italian term ricordanze is the 
equivalent of the French livre de raison.6 The English equivalent would 
be “commonplace book,” but this is too restrictive, because ricordanze 
contain elements of a commonplace book, an account book, a chronicle, 
and a diary.
 On April 13, 1508 the Florentine Francesco Guicciardini began his 
writing (after hailing the Holy Virgin and Saints John the Baptist, Francis, 
and Thomas Aquinas) by stating that he had started the book to “farà 
conto di alchune cose apartenente a me” (render account of some 
things belonging to me).7 Later he corrected the word conto into memo-
ria, indicating that what Guicciardini started as fara conto (rendering an 
account) developed into fare memoria (composing a memory). The book 
contains two sections, one for accounts and the other for memories. The 
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succeeding volume, begun in 1527, has the title, given by Guicciardini 
himself, Debitori e creditori, but Guicciardini notes that pages 3 to 150 are 
reserved for debitori e creditori and page 151 to the end for ricordanze. The 
twofold purpose of this and many other Italian commonplace books has 
escaped the notice of most modern editors, who have restricted their 
editions to the ricordanze part, omitting the conti.8

 Ricordanze from before 1350 are rare, but they became increasingly 
numerous from the late decades of the fourteenth century onward. 
Almost every family in Florence had one. A 1985 survey lists ricordanze—
only published ones—from over one hundred families and individuals.9 
Some of these are more traditional libri di conti, as, for example, the 
painter Giorgio Vasari’s accounts. However, for Vasari (as for most of his 
contemporary merchants) accounting was also a memory practice: he 
kept the accounts to “farà memoria di tucte le opere di picttura” (keep 
a memory of all paintings).10 Other ricordanze are primarily draft books, 
being in the Italian accounting system drafts for the giornale or memoriale, 
from which the entries into the libro grande (ledger) are made.11 But most 
ricordanze were real libri di famiglia, part of what Giovanni Ciappelli calls 
a system, which included other document genres like prioristi (lists of 
the family members who had held the office of prior or of gonfaloniere), 
chronicles, genealogies, memoirs—the whole family archive.12

 The Florentine ricordanze were “often formulated in terms of family 
interest: to pass on to later generations the experiences of the writer 
and his contemporaries, to demonstrate by illustration and example 
which paths to follow and which to avoid. Another motive was family 
pride.”13 As Filigno de’ Medici appealed in 1373: “Still I pray you that you 
preserve not only the patrimony, but also the political status acquired 
by our ancestors, which is great and was formerly even greater.”14

 Since political status depended to a large extent on ancestry, nearly 
all the ricordanze devote much attention to the history of the family, 
producing genealogies interlaced with the ancestors’ civic functions, 
which demonstrated the family’s participation in the political life of the 
city.15 That participation depended on consanguinity of members of a 
casata or consorteria, a group of common paternal descent.16

 Bill Kent, the expert on Renaissance Florentine history, is one of the 
few scholars to have consulted all known ricordanze, both published and 
unpublished. He is professor at Monash University (Melbourne), which 
explains why that university holds the greatest collection of published ri-
cordanze outside Italy. Kent explains that the Florentines have always been 
keen if not always honest genealogists, “and this mania was not merely 
antiquarian in a society where collective family rights still mattered, where 
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political eligibility and claims to patronage of chapels and churches often 
depended upon the keeping of accurate family records.”17

 Thus, the Florentine genealogical gaze as expressed in the ricordanze 
was an agency for civic and political success. Descendants, by appro-
priating the object of that genealogical gaze, embraced the values and 
modalities of Leniaud’s paradigm of patrimoine.
 Ricordanze were kept not only in Florence but also in other Tuscan 
cities such as Siena, Lucca, and Orvieto.18 Angelo Cicchetti and Raul 
Mordente point to two institutional factors favoring the making and 
preserving of libri di famiglia in Florence.19 First, there was a close con-
nection between the city’s political institutions and the Florentine 
families, who could continue playing a civic role only if the private 
documentation of the family’s past accomplishments was transmitted 
from father to son. Second, the fiscal system (catasto) promoted private 
record keeping because tax authorities, to check tax returns, had ac-
cess to the bookkeeping of heads of family.20 Any person could post a 
denunciation in one of the boxes placed in squares and in churches. 
The clerks of the catasto could search a house and examine the family 
records. Many merchants provided with their tax return a copy of the 
family records from their account book.
 Ricordanze served to preserve the political status of the family, the 
continuity of this entity being not only a moral imperative but in patri-
cian Florence also an imperative of publica utilitas.21 The libro di famiglia 
became ritualized into “un personaggio attivo della vita della famiglia” 
(an active personage in the family’s life); it was cited in other documents 
and probably in family conversations, and it was kept in a special place.22 
The place where the libri di famiglia and other books were stored as if they 
were sacred or religious objects was the scrittoio or studiolo, the true center 
of the house. The archives stored in the study constituted the memory 
not only of an individual but also of the family and clan network.23 The 
study was accessible only to the head of the family.24 He could, however, 
allow consultation of ricordanze even outside the narrow family. Sometimes 
they were copied for other branches of the family or loaned to consorti.25 
The family books “therefore not only helped a domestic group to identify 
with the wider family, but may also have contributed to the creation of a 
shared tradition among related households.”26 To future generations “an 
appreciation of the achievements and a knowledge of the accumulated 
political and moral wisdom of the family’s ancestors” was passed on.27 
Descendants and heirs continued the ricordanze, sometimes for as long 
as two centuries. The lineage encompassed the past, the present, and 
the future.28
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Public Memorialization

 In Venice very few ricordanze were produced.29 Giovanni Ciappelli 
argues that Venetians had less interest than Florentines in collecting and 
keeping evidence of ancestral status because the ruling class in Venice 
was defined a priori.30 James Grubb, on the other hand, contends that 
Venetians, too, felt the need to trace and transfer the political and moral 
patrimony of their lineage, but they did this not by writing single-family 
ricordanze but by relying on government archives.31 In Venice and many 
larger cities of northern Italy the written memory of patrician families 
was inscribed collectively and outside the individual family in collective 
public record keeping. According to Grubb, the relatively diffuse patri-
ciate in Florence made public memorialization difficult and therefore 
encouraged private record keeping.
 Public memorialization is one of the modalities of the paradigm of 
patrimoine. When the Florentine Leonardo Bruni (ca. 1370–1444) was 
writing his History of the Florentine People, he supplemented his narrative 
sources by looking up the relevant documents in the city archives. When 
the chronicles ended, he turned to state papers and to the private ar-
chives of the principal families in Florence, to whom he appealed for 
assistance through his banker, Palla di Nofri Strozzi.32 Three genera-
tions later, Francesco Guicciardini wrote his Storie fiorentine (1508–9), 
for which his own Memorie di famiglia served as the skeleton. As Nicolai 
Rubinstein observed, “In the Memorie, Florentine history of the 15th 
century is narrated from the angle of the historian’s family, so that the 
participation of the Guicciardini in Florentine history forms the focal 
point of the general account; in the Storie, the situation is reversed, and 
the history of Florence is told for its own sake, although still with an eye 
on the contribution of the Guicciardini.”33

 For Guicciardini and his equals the symbiotic relationship between the 
city’s history and family biography made the conjunction of private and 
public writings quite natural. Guicciardini made some use of the archives 
of the Commune, but his main source was the Guicciardini family archives, 
which, owing to the political influence of the Guicciardini, were, as 
Rubinstein writes, “in certain aspects, like miniature State archives.”34

 The two cases of the use Bruni and Guicciardini made of public and 
private archives lead me to argue that the ricordanze and other records 
kept by Florentine merchants were bridging objects connecting the 
private and the public, just as the bookkeeping connected the private 
sphere and the public sphere, shown, for example, in the taxation by the 
Uffiziali of the catasto. The Italian system of double-entry bookkeeping 
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developed from the ricordanze cum libri di conti and other financial and 
genealogical records within the family. “More emphatically than earlier 
and more varied kinds of record keeping, double-entry bookkeeping 
transported the system of management unevenly realized in private 
households to the space of public writing,” Mary Poovey writes, adding 
that “the double-entry ledger introduced an interface between the com-
pany’s ‘private’ concerns and the ‘public’ institutions of the government 
and the church.” The ricordanze, in fact, constituted a private-public 
archive.35 Private archives and public archives were not antithetical, as 
demonstrated by the Guicciardini archives and, even more so, by the 
Medici archives (both before and after 1570).

Archives in Early Modern England

The Lineage Society

 Florentine merchants, by appropriating the object of their ancestors’ 
genealogical gaze, embraced the values and modalities of the paradigm 
of patrimoine. In England, too, we can recognize this genealogical gaze 
and the ensuing “patrimony consciousness.”
 In 1322 Henry de Bray of Harlestone, near Northampton, started writ-
ing a book that he intended “in evidentium heredum suorum, videlicet 
de transcriptis cartarum et memorandum tempore dicti Henrici emer-
gentium” (as evidence to his heirs, that is, transcriptions of charters and 
memoranda arising from the time of the said Henry). The book, known 
as the Harlestone register, was called by its editor an “estate book.” It 
is akin to a cartulary, containing copies and extracts from deeds and 
Exchequer records, lists of the lands in deBray’s mother’s dowry, and 
lists of tenants, interspersed with notes on the history of the village of 
Harlestone and genealogical data on deBray’s family.36 Henry de Bray’s 
intention in creating this monument and designing it for his heirs points 
to, I propose, a consciousness of a paradigm of patrimoine.
 De Bray experienced communal time and family time as they have been 
identified by Françoise Zonabend. Every person, she writes, “is fixed in a 
genealogical network in space and time, where past and present, kindred 
and community are intermingled. Each individual is set first and foremost 
in a time determined through the family.”37 The Harlestone register is 
a rare example of an English family book comparable to the Florentine 
ricordanze. To catch more in our net of patrimony consciousness we have 
to look for other sources, first and foremost, cartularies.
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 The marvelous catalog of English cartularies by G. R. C. Davies lists 
some thirteen hundred cartularies still in existence. The oldest is the 
early-eleventh-century cartulary from Worcester. Some are from the 
twelfth century, but the majority date from the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries. Some 158 lay cartularies have been preserved as well as 1,125 
from religious institutions.38 About a third of all cartularies have survived 
since the Middle Ages in the possession of landowners, although no longer 
as “working records.” They were “monumentalized,” especially through 
sixteenth-century antiquarian interest but also because these cartularies 
represented something more than administration of estates.39

 A cartulary is a “register, usually in volume form, of copies of charters, 
title deeds, grants or privileges and other documents of significance 
belonging to a person, family or institution.”40 It is also a means to af-
firm the identity of the person, family, or institution, especially when 
the cartulary contains a chronicle, for instance, the late-twelfth-century 
cartulary of Ely. Cartularies served, in Robert Berkhofer’s words, dif-
ferent purposes at the same time: historical (recording deeds of the 
abbots), commemorative (about faithful donors), and preservative 
(copying charters) purposes.41

 How a lay cartulary could confirm a family’s identity through a 
genealogical gaze is shown by the Pedwardine cartulary.42 In this late-
fourteenth-century cartulary the transcriptions of charters (arranged 
in alphabetical order of places) are preceded by a genealogy of the 
Pedwardine family adorned with a series of carefully painted coats of 
arms, proof of the patrimonial consciousness of the family identity.43

 Jean-Philippe Genet treats other examples, including the Woodword 
cartulary from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which starts with 
a family history, and the sixteenth-century Newton cartulary, contain-
ing deeds and genealogical trees.44 Genet’s general conclusion is that 
the family’s records were organized into cartularies that could serve as 
a showcase of the family’s history.45 The English gentry followed the 
example of the nobility. One of the central elements in the mentality 
of the nobility during the late Middle Ages and the early modern era 
was the importance of memoria and memorials connected to the fam-
ily’s honor, for which there were many modalities and media: tombs, 
tablets and stained-glass windows in church, and pedigrees painted or 
sculpted and displayed in (or even outside) the stately home.46 These 
social constructs and practices were “integral to the planning and the 
engineering of the nuclear family and the extended one.”47 They em-
phasized the patrilineal descent but also served as signs of the continuity 
and solidarity of the lineage in the past, present, and future.48 Mervyn 
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James used the label “lineage society” to characterize society in the Dur-
ham region between 1500 and 1640.49 In the sixteenth century county 
visitations by the English kings of arms became increasingly important 
for delimiting nobility and gentry alike. In 1530 half a dozen families 
in the region submitted to the visiting herald evidence of their gentility. 
At the visitation of 1575, 56 families appeared; in 1615 their number 
had nearly doubled to 102. The “high priest of the cult” of genealogy 
was Durham’s sole surviving peer and leading lay magnate, John, the 
sixth Lord Lumley (1533–1609):

 [The] gathering together of the family records was a principal 
preoccupation of his old age; and he set up in Chester-le-Street 
parish church a long line of mostly spurious funeral effigies, com-
memorating each generation of Lumleys from the founder the 
Saxon Liulph, to his own father, with a Latin genealogy composed 
by himself. He also made the hall of Lumley castle a family shrine, 
hung with fifteen specially painted portraits of ancestors, with 
“a pillar” of his pedigree in marble, and an equestrian statue of 
Liulph in full armour.50

The Genealogical Imagination

 The number of documents in English family archives supporting 
what Daniel Woolf aptly terms the “genealogical imagination” expanded 
from the seventeenth century onward.51 At the county visitations by the 
English kings of arms oral testimony was first considered sufficient evi-
dence, but this changed as the seventeenth century wore on: “A defect 
in the keeping of records, or a failure to register a pedigree, was felt all 
the more strongly because personal memory and family ‘tradition’ were, 
like orally based ‘fame,’ rapidly losing pride of place to an emphasis on 
the written record.”52

 The document genre that first suggests itself as imbued with the ge-
nealogical imagination is the pedigree. One example out of many: the 
archives at Sherborne Castle contain the Digbiorum, the family pedigree 
drawn up for Sir Kenelm Digby in 1634. He was prompted by his wife’s 
sudden death the previous year to make this pedigree, and it soon became 
an important part of the family’s collections. It was as “big as the biggest 
Bible, bossed with silver,” as the seventeenth-century antiquary John 
Aubrey noted. Besides the family trees, it contains illustrations of family 
tombs and transcripts of the family archives as they then existed.53
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 Family histories were important for transmitting values and family 
identity to descendants. John Smyth, steward of the Berkeleys (one of 
only a handful of noble families in England to have survived since the 
Middle Ages), wrote in 1626 the history of the family as an exemplar 
for his young lord, George, to enable him to learn from his ancestors’ 
lives how best to manage his estates and household. As David Smith, 
the current Berkeley Castle archivist, wryly notes, there is no evidence 
that George profited from this.54

Family Letters

 Pedigrees and family histories serve and transmit the genealogical 
imagination and family values. But another document genre more 
clearly denotes a consciousness of a paradigm of patrimoine, provided, as 
Leniaud’s model postulates, that that consciousness has been appropri-
ated by the heirs to that patrimony. I am referring to letters, especially 
private letters in family archives. Only a few early modern collections 
have been preserved, among them the Paston letters.55

 Even the Buckingham family archives, “the largest and most com-
prehensive of any fifteenth and early sixteenth-century noble family,” 
contain very little family correspondence.56 The third duke, Edward 
Stafford (1477–1521), was an accurate record keeper, and Henry 
Stafford (1501–63) has been called “a Tudor nobleman as archivist.” But 
their organization of the records was largely dictated by the exigencies 
of past or forthcoming litigation, Henry’s primary concern being to 
recover as much of the third duke’s confiscated property as possible.57 
The same goes for most of the other noble and gentry families: they kept 
their archives for purely practical reasons. In 1650–51 William Prynne 
(later to become keeper of the records in the Tower of London), while 
ordering the records of the Luttrell family at Dunster Castle, destroyed 
the early correspondence and other private papers.58 He drew up instruc-
tions for George Luttrell, “touching your future writings and court rolls,” 
that explain the arrangement of the records. One section consisted of 
the pedigree Prynne had made and several boxes with documents con-
cerning the family “in point of antiquity, honor, jurisdiction, offices and 
the likes.”59

 Edward, fourth Earl of Dorset (1590–1652), used to burn any pa-
pers that could be injurious to his friends or to himself; the fifth earl’s 
interest in the records had to do with his efforts to repair the family’s 
fortunes, which had dwindled because of his uncle’s extravagance and 
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the troubles of the Civil War.60 For other families, too, after the chaos 
of the Civil War period the construction of an ordered family memory 
bore an overarching significance.61 But letters with no bearing on the 
estate management generally were destroyed.
 Letters received and sent in an official function have fared better than 
more private correspondence. Lord Spencer explained in 1953 how, when 
he went through the letters scattered all over Althorpe, the Spencers’ 
ancestral home in Lincolnshire, he was delighted to find intact the cor-
respondence of the second Earl Spencer (First Lord of the Admiralty and 
minister under Pitt), notwithstanding the legend that the second earl in 
his old age spent his time destroying all his correspondence. However, of 
his wife’s letters there was no trace. Lady Lavinia “was a correspondent 
with many of the famous men of her day. After her death, her husband 
is known to have put all her correspondence unread in a clothes basket 
so that it should be consigned to the kitchen range.”62

 Private letters were kept mostly outside the muniments room, where 
the charters, title deeds, and most of the manorial and estate manage-
ment records were preserved. Sometimes family letters were preserved 
because they were monumentalized. Among the Montagu archives are 
nine volumes of letters, including the seventeenth-century correspon-
dence between father and son. The first two volumes, however, contain 
letters that apparently were considered to be important autographs, 
often with portraits of the writers pasted in between the pages.63 We 
encounter such appropriation of values elsewhere, too. At Arundel 
Castle, in the Duke of Norfolk’s archives, is an early series of family 
correspondence of around 140 letters dating from the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries.64 Clearly, at some point they must have been as-
signed a value and considered worthy of preservation, but by whom?
 Private letters in English archives are not easy to find because, among 
other reasons, they are seldom identified in calendars and reports, hav-
ing “only a very remote bearing on those historical, archaeological, or 
topographical questions with which the work of the Historical Manu-
scripts Commission is concerned,” as was noted in 1902 in the calendar 
of the manuscripts at Kilkenny Castle.65

 Some families preserved caches of private papers. A famous cache 
was discovered in 1826 at Claydon House in Buckinghamshire, home 
of the Verneys. Sir Harry Verney (1801–94) found “a wainscoted gallery 
at the top of the house, forty feet long, full of boxes on tressels contain-
ing bundles of letters, acres of parchment”—the papers of fourteen 
generations between 1495 and 1810. The Verney archive contains prob-
ably the largest unbroken body of family letters from seventeenth- and 
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early-eighteenth-century England.66 More than thirty thousand personal 
papers from 1643 to 1754 are available on microfilm; twelve thousand 
of them have been analyzed by Susan Whyman for her remarkable 
book Sociability and Power in Late-Stuart England: The Cultural Worlds of 
the Verneys, 1660–1720.
 The discovery in 1826 was an accident, but not so the preservation 
of the archive: each generation taught the next to protect the papers 
that recorded their family history. Sir Ralph Verney (1613–96) had deep 
feelings about his family’s importance, and it was he who began saving 
every scrap of correspondence, including the 638 letters he wrote and 
the 1,194 he received. His son John’s (1640–1717) faith in his family’s 
importance led to an avid interest in his lineage. He compiled volumes 
of genealogical material, searching public records and documents from 
antiquaries and heralds and also his own family archives, spending 
“countless hours rereading letters and adding the titles, marriages, oc-
cupations, and social status of people who were mentioned in them.”67 
Whyman concludes:

Part of the strength of families like the Verneys lay in their silent, 
neatly beribboned stacks of documents placed in the quiet privacy 
of their muniments rooms. Letters, genealogies, deeds, and estate 
papers gave these families a history, permanence, and physical space. 
. . . It was no accident that the Verneys saved and organized their 
family history, piling up the largest collection of personal letters in 
England and perhaps Europe. . . . In our own day, the Verneys’ sense 
of self-importance may appear to be an obsession. In the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, it helped to ensure their survival.68

Using Archives

 Leniaud’s model of the paradigm of patrimoine encompasses not only 
criteria for creation and preservation of monuments but also motiva-
tions and modalities for their (re)utilization. We must therefore search 
for cases where family archives were valued and effectively used not as 
“living records” in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction 
of business but as historical sources. The redoubtable Anne Clifford, 
Countess of Pembroke, Dorset, and Montgomery (1590–1676), provides 
such a case.69 Her life was dominated by litigation with her uncle and 
her mercenary husband, Richard Sackville, concerning her father’s 
estates, in which she successfully used archival evidence, later copied 
and expanded into the three-volume Booke of the Recordes concerning the 
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two noble families of the Cliffords. . . . She continued the archival work by 
inserting in them “her summary of the lives of her forebears and there-
after entered yearly a memorial of her life. Subsequently, she added to 
her collections two histories of her forebears compiled by the judge and 
antiquary Sir Matthew Hale, two copies of Earl George’s voyages, a book 
of heraldry, genealogies, and a volume of her mother’s letters, which, 
with the numerous legal documents, mark her as a family historian of 
special note.”70 Anne’s genealogical gaze not only monumentalized the 
family archives but also pervaded her building and decorating passion. 
This is demonstrated, among many examples, by the Clifford triptych 
now in Abbot Hall in Kendal (Cumbria).71 The center panel of the 
triptych presents Anne’s father and mother and Anne’s two brothers 
and members of both their families, framed by two columns of coats of 
arms. The left-hand panel presents Anne at age fifteen. The right-hand 
panel shows her at about age fifty-six, standing in front of a well-filled 
bookcase and pointing to a book and a paper on the table that may 
represent her family archive.

Golden Age Regents in the Netherlands

Office Genealogies

 According to Julia Adams, the city-state and patrimonial context of 
medieval Florence was in some respects comparable to early modern 
Amsterdam. In both cities (the former during the fourteenth- and 
fifteenth-century Renaissance, the latter during the sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century Golden Age), she writes, “for a man or his family, 
the successfully achieved social fiction of an unbroken line of honor-
able, preferably patrilineal, descent was what counted in establishing 
enduring claims to politico-economic privilege.”72 However, Amsterdam 
regents became interested in patrilineal descent only with the aristocrati-
zation of the city patriciate in the seventeenth century.73 In the sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries kinship was more important as the basis 
for political and social status. There were strict rules to prevent a too-
close kinship in bodies governing the city. The regents kept a careful 
genealogical record of their own families and collected pedigrees of 
other families with a view to lucrative marriage deals. The Backer family 
collected genealogies of 320 Amsterdam families; the Bicker archives 
contain lists of family members and the offices they held, stretching 
back to the 1400s and continuing to 1772.74 Adams calls these records 
“office genealogies.” They resemble the Florentine prioristi.
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 Writing family chronicles and genealogies became popular among 
Dutch regents beginning in the first half of the seventeenth century. 
Some examples: the genealogical memoranda written by Pierre de 
Beaufort (1595–1611), a French merchant who immigrated to Zeeland, 
which were continued by his descendants until 1716. They have been 
preserved in the family archives, along with an office almanac for 1681 
that his son Pieter used to note anniversaries and genealogical data on 
his ancestors.75 Almanacs, like Bibles, were used to note down a family 
chronicle. Christoffel Doll used an almanac for the year 1623 to pen a 
chronicle “as a memorial for my children.”76 Jan van der Merct began 
in 1579 a “Geboortenboeck van onse kinderen” (book of births of our 
children) with a reference to his father’s book, in which his birth date 
had been inscribed. In 1626, when Jan’s daughter Catharina married 
Daniel Hochepied, she took the book with her, and it was continued 
as a Hochepied family chronicle until 1708.77 The album amicorum that 
Nicolaas Simonsz van Zwieten started in 1590 was used from 1621 to 
1684 by his descendants to chronicle the family’s history.78 The Stoop 
family at Dordrecht started a family chronicle in 1614 and continued 
it for almost a century.79

 Dutch regents also wrote patrician pedagogies for their descendants 
(not unlike the Florentine ricordanze) celebrating the lineage and trans-
mitting cautionary moral tales underlining the fragility of the family 
line.80 An example is the 150-page Memorie written by Paulus Teding 
van Berkhout (1609–72). For this regent the documents in the family 
archives not only were evidence of the administration of his estate but 
also served the aristocratic pretensions and the protection of the family’s 
honor. He was the first in his family to stipulate that the family archives 
and portraits should pass to the eldest son.81 In the seventeenth century 
it became customary to leave to the eldest son the family portraits, the 
family Bible, the pedigree, and the family chronicle.82

 In 1644 the antiquarian and genealogist Gerard Schaep cunningly 
managed to get hold of the Schaep family archives, which were in the 
hands of the eldest but Roman Catholic branch of the family. Schaep 
exhorted his descendants to preserve the family archives properly “in 
the service of our Race.”83 Schaep’s genealogical passion and aristocratic 
ambitions were monumentalized in the family archives as well as in a 
gallery of family portraits, some of them fabricated.84

 The Amsterdam regent Joan Huydecoper (1595–1661) interspersed 
his account book with annotations about the history of his family and 
his city.85 His son Joan (1625–1704) was more organized in his diary, 
which he started keeping when he was twenty-three and continued 
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until shortly before his death.86 In this register he transcribed daily 
notes (including a record of having sex with his wife, with monthly and 
annual totals); he copied all outgoing letters and noted which gifts he 
received or presented, from whom and to whom. When Huydecoper 
had helped someone get a job, he marked this in his diary with a special 
sign, expecting a service in return. These registers were, so to speak, his 
ledger with a credit and debit side, not in financial but in social mat-
ters. Luuc Kooijmans concludes: “The daily registers and the copies of 
letters constituted the evidence for accounting to his descendants for 
his social administration, complementary to the financial administra-
tion. The daily registers also contained the elements for drawing up the 
moral balance sheet, weighing up virtues and sins.”87

A Treasury of Monuments

 Around 1800 souvenirs and memorials began to join the legal and 
administrative records in Dutch family archives, becoming monuments 
next to muniments: birthday poems, records of travels, private cor-
respondence, etc. This reflected a change in values, appropriations, 
processes, and media apparent in society at large. The archive regained 
its position as a treasury not of monetary valuables but of historical 
monuments, valued by antiquarians, diplomatists, and historians. This 
occurred somewhat later in the Netherlands than in England, where the 
revaluation of archives as cultural and social assets was brought about 
a century earlier by men like Robert Bruce Cotton (1571–1631) and 
William Dugdale (1605–86).88

Conclusion

 As Leniaud recommended, we have thrown a net out into the waters of 
history to catch and recognize “fragments of a patrimony consciousness” 
in societies of the past: Renaissance Florence, early modern England, and 
the Netherlands during the Golden Age. We have seen how the genealogi-
cal gaze was expressed in ricordanze, pedigrees, cartularies, family letters, 
office genealogies, and other components of family archives. Descen-
dants, by appropriating the object of that genealogical gaze, embraced 
the values and modalities of the paradigm of patrimoine. The boundaries 
between public and private memories and archives were permeable if 
not nonexistent. I suggest that we use our understanding of the past in 
discussing current and future concerns of the archival endeavor. In her 
recent book Owning Memory: How a Caribbean Community Lost Its Archives 
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and Found Its History, Jeannette Bastian has enriched archival discourse 
with the notion of a “community of records,” referring to a community 
both as a record-creating entity and as a memory frame that contextualizes 
the records it creates.89 To what extent are records constructive in creating 
and maintaining memories, communities, and identities of individuals, 
families, corporate bodies, social groups, nations? These are political 
questions but also questions that determine the agenda for research in 
archivistics: historical, comparative, future-oriented research.
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